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1PREMIUM HIGH SPEED FLOOR PADS

The Original Blended Natural Fiber Pad that gives a “wet-look” 
shine. Gorilla® is made with a blend of natural fiber and 
polyester. This blend uses properties of both fibers to create 
the most unique and respected floor pad in the world. 
To clean it, just brush away dried wax with its die cut center. 
It will not glaze over.

A lighter blend of natural with synthetic fiber 
than Gorilla®. Designed for more frequent use 
than Gorilla®, with highly responsive finishes.

This pad is designed for a burnishing schedule that calls 
for use 3-4 nights per week. It produces a very bright 
“wet-look” shine with soft to medium finishes. Use Aqua 
Plus under Electric, Battery or Propane machines with 
ultra high speeds of 1500 to 3000rpm. 
Aqua Plus is made from durable high-tech resins 
& fibers, plus a light sprinkle of natural fiber.

A special blend of synthetic and natural fibers in a pad designed 
for nightly burnishing. This pad will give you an exceptional gloss.

A synthetic fibers pad designed for burnishing newly developed finishes. 
This pad will give you a very high gloss.

The lightest blend of natural fibers in a synthetic fiber pad for those who use a soft finish that requires nightly burnishing. 
This pad is designed to give you the same high gloss “wet-look” shine that big brother Gorilla® is known for.

A totally synthetic, non-aggressive pad designed for burnishing and polishing with a high speed or ultra high speed floor machine. The 
rubberized coating creates friction needed to repair softer finishes while removing black marks. The Superspeed Rubberized floor pad will 
create a high gloss shine.

THE CURE SOLVES PROBLEMS.
Use to help cure freshly laid finish as soon as it dries. Perfect for overnight recoats 
before holiday traffic. 
• It’s Super-Soft to keep from pulling the finish up.
• It’s Flexible to keep from burning uneven floors.
• It’s Strong to stand up under Propane, Cord Electric or Battery floor machines.

All ETC floor pads are available in square, 
rectangle, X, vortex, octagon and other 
unusual shapes on a special order basis.

GORILLA®

JAGUAR

AQUAPLUS

BLUE JAY®

BLUE ACE

GORILLA LITE

RUBBERIZED
SUPERSPEED

THE CURE
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POLISH/SPRAY BUFF
GORILLA®-POLISH/SPRAY BUFF 
The Original Blended Natural Fiber Pad that gives a “wet-look” shine. 
Gorilla® is made with a blend of natural fiber and polyester.
TAN-BUFF
A mildly abrasive dry buffing pad for slow speed floor machines. 
The Tan-Buff pad will buff away light soil and level scratches for a soft luster.
WHITE-POLISH
A non-abrasive dry polishing pad for slow speed floor machines. 
The White-Polish pad will level scratches for a high luster.

SCRUB/CLEAN
RED-AUTO SCRUB/LIGHT CLEAN/SPRAY BUFF
A light abrasive pad for spray buffing to a satin gloss.
It can be used under automatic scrubbers for nightly cleaning schedules. 
The fibers are more open to help keep the pad from glazing over.
GREEN-SCRUB
A medium abrasive pad for wet scrubbing. This pad will remove embedded 
soil and black marks found in heavy traffic areas without stripping your finish 
to the tile.
BLUE-CLEANER
A medium abrasive pad for spray cleaning. To clean a lightly soiled floor, use 
this pad with a spray solution. This process will remove a small amount of 
finish. Can be used to wet scrub.

RECTANGULAR FLOOR PADS

PREMIUM LOW SPEED FLOOR PADS

TAN

GORILLA®

WHITE

RED

GREEN

BLUE

MELAMINE PADS 
MELA-KLEEN Floor Pads 
A new, revolutionary deep cleaning system uniquely formulated 
from melamine foam, for strength and durability. 
These “waffle-faced” pads produce clean, residue-free and 
shining floors with only water or neutral cleaner.
• “Waffle-faced” surface construction allows solutions to remain 
 under the pad better than the smooth surface design.
• Ideal for cleaning large areas and they are long lasting
• Effectively remove stubborn black marks 
• Cleans with water only or a neutral cleaner
• Can be used with single-disc machines and auto-scrubbers 
• Environmentally friendly (GREEN)–no chemicals needed.
• Specially designed for use on various micro-porous floors including concrete, 
   terrazzo, marble, ceramic tiles, terracotta, VCT and other smooth stone surfaces.

All ETC floor pads are available in square, 
rectangle, X, vortex, octagon and other 
unusual shapes on a special order basis.

Mela-Kleen FLOOR PADS

IMPROVED
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DEEP SCRUB/DRY STRIP/ FLOOR PREP PAD

       

ETC’s Redwood®FPP floor pad is designed to deep scrub with 
water or a diluted solution to act as a “chemical free” scrubbing or 
stripping pad. It also can be used as a dry strip pad. It will deburr, 
smooth and clean wood floor surfaces between coats to give you 
adhesion and a level surface that’s needed for recoating.
Redwood®FPP is a 3/8” pad and should be used with a 1” ETC Red 
pad to drive it when used on a rotary machine. 
For orbital action with rectangular machines Redwood®FPP will out 
perform others in the market.

PREMIUM STRIPPING FLOOR PADS

PREMIUM STRIPPING PADS 
BLACK-STRIP
An aggressive stripping pad. It is designed to be used to wet strip a floor. 
High quality abrasives and materials make this an efficient tool for complete floor 
finish removal.
BROWN-STRIP
An aggressive pad designed for dry stripping floor finish. Its fibers, throughout, are 
coated with high quality abrasives for a fast, efficient job.

EXTREME STRIPPING PAD

        

The Diamondback pad is our “Extreme Stripping pad”. It works extremely well on 
problem floors that require a pad with a lot of abrasive to do the stripping.
The Diamondback is designed with an open weave construction that enables it to 
hold more load without clogging in heavy build up situations.
More abrasive grit with a larger grit size make this pad “the Extreme Stripper”.

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
STRIPPING PAD

    

The Razorback® pad is a very aggressive High Proformance stripping pad.
It works extremely well in problem areas that need to be stripped of floor finish. The 
Razorback® is designed with an open weave construction that enables it to hold 
more load without clogging in heavy build up situations.

REDWOOD® FPP PADS

RAZORBACK®

BLACK

         BROWN

DIAMONDBACK

IMPROVED



LAMINATED PAD/CARPET, MICROFIBER BONNETS
2001 LAMINATED ULTRA HIGH SPEED
2001 GORILLA®-POLISH/SPRAY BUFF 
This is an ultra-high-speed (2000rpm and up) burnishing & spray buffing 
floor pad of special design. So special that it’s patented. It is constructed of 
two one-half inch floor pads bonded to a stabilizing inner strata. 
The inner strata stops the elongation and resulting destruction of the 
pad due to centrifugal force. 2001 GORILLA® will of course give you 
the “wet look” shine, ease of cleaning and all of the other excellent the
original GORILLA®.
Our 2001 GORILLA® pad will outlast normal pads on ultra high 
speed floor machines more than 3 to 1.

            EDGE VIEW
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2001 GORILLA®

CARPET BONNET

                          
Tiger is a great carpet bonnet featuring looped-end synthetic yarn with non-abra-
sive pile lifting/cleaning stripes. 
The yarn is long staple synthetic for long wear and minimal linting. 
Tiger is double sided, washable and available in rectangular sizes.

MICROFIBER CLEANING PAD
 

Our Microfiber Daily Cleaning Pad is made with blue scrub stripes to give 
you a deep cleaning action and can be used wet or dry. This Microfiber pad is 
single sided with it’s own driver pad sewn to the back and edge binding tape
to keep the edges from fraying. 
It’s highly durable and washable.

MICROFIBER POLISHING PAD
 

Our Microfiber Polishing & Burnishing Pad is made with high quality polyester 
wool fibers that reach into and polish uneven surfaces with ease. Our microfiber 
polishing bonnetcan be used on stone and tile floors a speeds up to 1500 RPM. 
This Microfiber pad is single sided with it’s own driver pad sewn to the back and 
edge binding tape to keep the edges from fraying. 
It’s highly durable and washable.

MICROPOLISH PAD

MICROCLEAN PAD

TIGER CARPET BONNET

Patented

Technology

NEW!
PRODUCT

NEW!
PRODUCT



5ROUGH SURFACE BRUSH PADS
NON-ABRASIVE BRUSH PAD 

Ruff® is light weight, flexible, easily switched for regular 
floor pads and is much less expensive than a brush driver 
block. Aggressive but not abrasive. Serged to secure the 
edges. A pad that goes where only brushes used to go on 
rough surfaces that would tear up a floor pad. The porous 
materials allow liquids to pass through to the surface. For 
use with autoscrubbers, slow speed machines and orbitals 
in both round and rectangular shapes.

Also in hand pads:

#29etc REPLACEMENT PADS 
For use with #64etc Scrub Aid
#299etc BIGGY REFILLS 
For use with Biggy Scrubber holder. 

RUFF® BRUSH PADS

GATORSHOES

GATORBACKS

#29ETC

#299ETC

LITTLE
RUFF®

WATERPROOF STRIPPING SHOES
WITH REPLACEABLE SOLES

Waterproof overshoes designed to reduce the risk of slipping 
when stripping floors (use as kick pads to strip tough spots), 
cleaning meat rooms, freezer lockers, athletic showers or anytime 
floors are wet and slippery.
Gator Shoes firmly hold a pair of replaceable Gatorbacks (black 
strip pads) which are the gripper soles.
Gator Shoes are packaged as: 
1 pair of shoes with 2 pair of Gatorbacks soles.
Gatorbacks are packaged as:
 3 pair of soles per box.
Sizes: 
Medium- 6-1/2 to 7 Large- 7-1/2 to 9
XLarge- 9-1/2 to 11 XXLarge- 11-1/2 to 13

IMPROVED



6 PROFESSIONAL SCREEN DISCS
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY 
LONGER LASTING SCREEN DISCS

PACKED 10 PER CASE
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY SCREEN DISCS are longer lasting 
screens used primarily for resurfacing hardwood floors of all types. 
The discs sand down old finish so that new finish can be applied. 
This is known as the “scour method” of refinishing a floor and is 
most often used on gym floors.
These Professional screen discs come in grits ranging from 
extremely coarse to super fine and are available as circular 
& rectangular shapes.

GRIT SIZES
  60 grit - Extremely Coarse
  80 grit - Coarse
100 grit - Medium
120 grit - Fine
150 grit - Medium Fine
180 grit - Very Fine
220 grit - Extremely Fine
400 grit - Super Fine

All our discs are manufactured with 
waterproof resins & silicon carbide 
abrasive, assuring you of the finest 
quality Professional discs you can buy.

NON-WOVEN PAD DRIVER 
FOR SCREEN DISCS
Our Pad Driver is designed to hold and drive a 
Superscreen Disc under your floor machine for
maximum performance. It will also create a cushion 
to help the screen to flex and dip into uneven floors 
better.

LONGER LASTING
PROFESSIONAL SCREEN DISCS

DRIVER PADS

PRO-BLEND



7COMMERCIAL SCREEN DISCS
COMMERCIAL QUALITY 
BEST VALUE SUPERSCREEN DISCS

PACKED 10 PER CASE
COMMERCIAL QUALITY SUPERSCREEN DISCS are also used 
primarily on hardwood floors. The discs sand down old finish so that 
new finish can be applied. This is known as the “scour method” of 
refinishing a floor and is most often used on gym floors.
Superscreen discs come in grits ranging from extremely coarse to super 
fine and are manufactured with waterproof resins & silicon carbide 
abrasive, assuring you of the finest quality discs you can buy.
These Commercial screen discs come in grits ranging from extremely 
coarse to super fine and are available as circular & rectangular shapes.

GRIT SIZES
  60 grit - Extremely Coarse
  80 grit - Coarse
100 grit - Medium
120 grit - Fine
150 grit - Medium Fine
180 grit - Very Fine
220 grit - Extremely Fine
400 grit - Super Fine

BEST VALUE SUPERSCREEN
COMMERCIAL SCREEN DISCS

REDWOOD® FPP PADS

DEEP SCRUB/DRY STRIP/ FLOOR PREP PAD

       

ETC’s Redwood®FPP floor pad is designed to deep scrub with 
water or a diluted solution to act as a “chemical free” scrubbing or 
stripping pad. It also can be used as a dry strip pad. It will deburr, 
smooth and clean wood floor surfaces between coats to give you 
adhesion and a level surface that’s needed for recoating.
Redwood®FPP is a 3/8” pad and should be used with a 1” ETC Red 
pad to drive it when used on a rotary machine. 
For orbital action with rectangular machines Redwood®FPP will out 
perform others in the market.

IMPROVED



DIAMOND IMPREGNATED CONCRETE PADS8

Diamond by Gorilla® is a system of floor pads that cleans and polishes concrete, 
terrazzo & natural stone floors mechanically without the use of chemicals. 
ETC’s Diamond by Gorilla® system consists of floor pads impregnated with billions 
of microscopic diamonds that will transform any dull, worn floor into a clean shining 
floor. The diamonds abrasives come in different sizes that create different levels of 
aggressiveness, each one ideal for levels of cleaning and polishing. 
This system can be used on surfaces such as concrete, terrazzo, marble, ceramic and other 
natural stones as well as VCT when using the 1500 and up polishing pads. 

A Combo-Starter Pack of 1 each: 400, 800, 1500 & 3000 is available.



PREMIUM CONCRETE MAINTENANCE PADS 9

ARMADILLO

HEAT BY GORILLA®

EHD

EXTRA HEAVY DUTY 
CONCRETE LEVELING PAD

The EHD is the most aggressive in our Diamond By Gorilla® line 
of pads.  This pad is designed to be used to open up the concrete.  It 
is especially useful on floors that have been etched by wine or vin-
egar spills. Use this pad first and then work your way progressively 
through the rest of the diamond pads in order to smooth the area 
out and get the desired level of shine.

CONCRETE BONDING PAD
• 90º+ Heat Bonds Silicate Coatings
• Very High Gloss-meter Readings Due to the Heat
• Blend of Natural & Synthetic Fibers
• No Color Transfer FromAdded Dyes
• Uses Unique Heat Shield • Two Sided - Twice the Life
• Burnish All Types of Concrete Densifiers, Hardeners & Sealers

CONCRETE AUTOSCRUB PAD
A multiple speed floor pad 
specially designed for concrete.

It’s constructed as a 1” premium concrete floor pad with abrasives
and aggressive bond containing no dyes to transfer to your floor.
Armadillo pads will give you the “polished look” of a burnishing
pad while cleaning and removing surface dirt and scratches over
time using an autoscrubber.

Patented

Technology

NEW!
PRODUCT
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PREMIUM HAND PADS
NO. 96ETC GREEN 6” x 9” x 1/4”
The general purpose medium-duty hand pad. It has
abrasive strength for cleaning floors and kitchen equipment.
NO. 97ETC BLACK 6” x 9” x 1/4”
A heavy-duty pad for tough cleaning jobs that call for extra abrasive action.
NO. 98ETC WHITE 6” x 9” x 1/4”
This pad has no added abrasive and is excellent for use with a little liquid 
detergent to safely clean delicate surfaces.

EXTRA HEAVY DUTY HAND PAD
NO. 86ETC DARK GREEN 6” x 9” x 3/8” This pad is for heavy-duty cleaning jobs. 
The fibers are arranged in a thick open weave to hold residue. 
Strong resins, saturated with abrasives, coat every fiber for long lasting power.

SCRUB AID
NO. 64ETC SCRUB AID KIT
1 Scrub Aid Holder, 1 Brown & 1 White pad
Scrub Aid is a pad holder designed to save you from having to stoop over to clean 
baseboards or floors, and you won’t have to climb a ladder to reach walls, windows 
or ceilings. The heavy-duty swivel is threaded to fit any standard threaded handle.
NO. 64H Holders only.

REPLACEMENT PADS
NO. 0ETC BLACK 4-1/2” x 10” x 1”
Extra heavy-duty stripping.
NO. 2ETC BLUE 4-1/2” x 10” x 1”
For medium-duty cleaning.
NO. 1ETC BROWN 4-1/2” x 10” x 1”
Heavy-duty cleaning.
NO. 3ETC WHITE 4-1/2” x 10” x 1”
For delicate surfaces.
NO. 4ETC RAZOR PAD 4-1/2” x 10” x 3/8” The heavy build-up stripping pad.
NO. 5ETC DIAMOND PAD 4-1/2” x 10” x 3/8” The extreme abrasive stripping pad.
NO. 25ETC MELAKLEEN PAD 4” x 10” x 1” Eraser sponge pad for eco-friendly cleaning.

BIGGY SCRUBBERS
NO. 677ETC BIGGY SCRUBBER KIT 
1 Biggy Scrubber Holder, 1 Black, 1 Red & 1 White pad
Biggy Scrubber is a pad holder designed to help you with many kinds of cleaning jobs. 
Use this handle and the appropriate pad to keep your hands out of the mess of
cleaning all types of surfaces with all types of cleaners. The Biggy Scrubber Holder 
provides extra leverage for cleaning ceramic tiles, counter tops, etc.
NO. 676H Holders only.

BIGGY REFILLS
NO. 072ETC BLACK 3-1/2” x 5-1/2” x 1” For heavy-duty jobs.
NO. 051ETC RED 3-1/2” x 5-1/2” x 1” For medium-duty jobs.
NO. 030ETC WHITE 3-1/2” x 5-1/2” x 1” For light-duty jobs.

PREMIUM HAND PADS & HOLDERS
#97ETC

          #96ETC

 #98ETC

#86ETC

 #0ETC

#3ETC

#1ETC    SCRUB AID

                 #2ETC

  BIGGY SCRUBBER

#030ETC

#051ETC

#072ETC 

#2ETC
BLUE
          #3ETC          WHITE#1ETC

BROWN                      #0ETC                      BLACK                 
         #25ETC         MELAKLEEN#5ETC

DIAMONDBACK                #4ETC                RAZORBACK                 
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PREMIUM CLEANING PRODUCTS
LAMINATED CELLULOSE SPONGES
NO. 74ETC SCOUR SPONGE 3-3/8” x 6 x 3/4”
A medium-duty scouring pad laminated to an absorbent cellulose sponge.
Each sponge is dampened and sealed individually in clear plastic.
NO. 63ETC CLEANING SPONGE 3-3/8” x 6 x 3/4” 
A light-duty cleansing pad laminated to an absorbent cellulose sponge.
Each sponge is dampened and sealed individually in clear plastic.

POT & PAN CLEANING PAD
NO. 88ETC POT & PAN PAD 3-1/2” x 6” x 7/8”
This is a thick blue hand size pad with scouring action for pots, pans
and kitchen utensils. This is a tough pad that will never rust or splinter.

GRIDDLE CLEANING PAD
NO. 46ETC GRIDDLE PAD 4” x 6” x 3/8”
The pad is a made with a non-woven synthetic fiber coated with
abrasives designed to be used for griddle cleaning and polishing.

SURFACE PREP HAND PAD
NO. 47ETC THE REDWOOD® 6” x 9” x 1/4”
This pad has a fine abrasive action for abrading and
deburring surfaces prior to applying coatings. 

CELLULOSE BLOCK SPONGES
NO. 661ETC CELLULOSE BLOCK SPONGE 6-3/8” x 7/8” x 3/4”
NO. 662ETC CELLULOSE BLOCK SPONGE 6” X 4” x 1-1/2”
NO. 663ETC CELLULOSE BLOCK SPONGE 7-1/4” x 4-1/4” x 1-3/4””
An absorbent cellulose sponge in three popular sizes.
Use it to pick up spills and clean surfaces using your favorite cleaning chemical.
Moist packaged individually in cellaphane.

MELAMINE SCRUBBER HAND PAD
NO. 71490 MELAKLEEN SCRUBBY HAND PAD 4-3/4” x 2-1/2” x 3/4”
An eraser sponge to clean stains and scuff marks on many surfaces with only 
water. No chemicals needed. An eco-friendly cleaning solution to most problem 
spots and marks. One side is sponge and the other a non-scratch synthetic fiber 
scrubbing pad.

PREMIUM HAND PADS & SPONGES

           #74ETC

      #63ETC

#88ETC

#46ETC

#47ETC

#71490
MELAKLEEN

SCRUBBY

#661ETC

#662ETC

#663ETC

NEW!
PRODUCT

NEW!
PRODUCT
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ANTI-MICROBIAL WET MOPS

BLENDED YARN
• Anti-microbial
• No Break-in Period
• Quickly Absorbs Liquids
• It’s Launderable with Minimal Shrinkage
• Less Expensive Than Pre-laundered
• 4 Colors Allow for Specific Usage

PREMIUM WET MOPS

BARRACUDA RAYON YARN
Made from tightly twisted long staple rayon. The tight 
twist helps control linting and combined with rayons’ 
quick pick up and release make it an excellent choice 
for laying finish. Both fantail loop and cut end.

SEA HORSE COTTON YARN
A good quality cotton yarn that delivers good
performance at a good price. Designed for those 
many applications where performance and price 
are both a concern. Both fantail loop and cut end.

SCREW-TYPE
Our tough metal construction clamps the mop strands together so there is no 
yarn slippage. The threaded metal screw that protrudes from the head allows 
for “hands-off” mounting and removal of the mop. Simply twist the handle 
on or off without ever touching the soiled mop. Cut end only

HEATHER MOPS
BLENDED COTTON YARN
Our Heather Mop is available in blue and orange and green yarn. 
These mops are an economical choice for situations where you need 
a colored yarn to distinguish between the use of different chemicals.
As this is a cut end mop this is not a launderable mop, like our Torpedo.

PREMIUM WET MOPS

HAMMERHEAD

HEATHER

TORPEDO

BARRACUDA     SEA HORSE
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LINT-FREE FINISH MOP

No lint in the finish with low drag from the mop and fewer trips to the 
bucket giving you even coats of finish when recoating a floor. 
This even release of finish gives you over 150% more square feet 
per trip to the bucket, a much smoother, more glossy finish with
higher initial gloss and no Lint from the mop!

FINISH MOP
TIGER SHARK has been 
designed specifically for applying floor finish. 
Its looped end, tailbanded construction ensures complete coverage with no gaps 
or missed spots. The yarn is blended to give an even release of the finish quickly, 
but helping to control “puddling” and “fish-eyes”. 
A blue mesh 1 1/4” headband is standard.

FLAT FINISH MOP
FLOUNDER is a synthetic yarn,
finish mop with a nylon mesh backing 
to facilitate pouring finish through the mop as you lay finish. 
It uses metal snap closures to attach to the frame.
These mops use standard dust mop hardware.

ROUGH SURFACE LOOP END MOP
Specially designed general maintenance mop constructed of durable 
synthetic bands. Any irregular or rough surface requires a special mop and this 
is the perfect match for that job. Stone, concrete, tile or other rough surface 
mopping jobs need this mop. It will not unravel like traditional yarn mops.
Constructed with a 5” mesh headband and sewn with a fantail loop to keep the 
mop from tangling. This also enables the mop to reach a wide area with each 
sweeping motion.

TUBE STYLE MICROFIBER MOP
Excellent liquid and dirt pickup & will not unravel while lasting twice as long.
Floors dry faster without a streak & it does not lint. It’s highly launderable!
Constructed with a 5” mesh headband and sewn with a fantail loop to keep the 
mop from tangling. This also enables the mop to reach a wide area with each 
sweeping motion.

PREMIUM FINISH & WET MOPS

ROUGH
SURFACE

TUBE
MICROFIBER

FLOUNDER

TIGER
SHARK

GREAT WHITE

NEW!
PRODUCT

NEW!
PRODUCT



LAUNDERABLE DUST MOPS

LOOPED END WHITE & COLOR YARNS
These launderable dust mops are constructed with a durable blended yarn 
that is sewn onto a sturdy polyester canvas backing that guarantees a long 
life, low absorption and no shrinkage. The high quality yarn made from 
first quality synthetic & natural fibers, offer magnetic properties that attract 
& hold dust particles without the use of dust mop treatment.
This very special blended yarn allows our Superdust mop to withstand 
heavy use and repeated laundering.
Available in Blue, Green, Red and White to aid in keeping your mops 
designated to specific areas or separated by daily rotation.
 

ECONOMICAL DUST MOPS

A great value in an economical dust mop constructed of 80% cotton and 
20% synthetics. Completely launderable and reusable.
The STARDUST comes untreated in three colors (red, white, and blue). 
The colors available in this dust mopping system make it possible to keep 
your mops separate when rotating or in quarantined areas.

DISPOSABLE DUST MOP

The KNOCKOUT disposable dust mop comes pretreated and poly bagged. 
It is constructed of cotton yarn sewn to a typar backing, and uses cotton 
tape ties to make a simple but efficient system for dust mopping.

DUST MOP FRAME AND HANDLES
DUST MOP HANDLE FIBERGLASS 15/16” X 60”-12/PK
Spring clamp on a swivel head with nylon lock for the swivel. 
DUST MOP HANDLE WOOD 15/16” X 60”-12/PK
Spring clamp on a swivel head with nylon lock for the swivel. 
DUST MOP HANDLE STEEL (BLACK) 15/16” X 60”-12/PK
Spring clamp on a swivel head with nylon lock for the swivel. 

DUST MOP WIRE FRAME
Sizes: 18-24-36-48” x 5” ZINC PLATED.

14 DUST MOPS

SUPERDUST

STARDUST

KNOCKOUT

FIBERGLASS

WOOD

STEEL

WIRE FRAME



15   MICROFIBER DUST/WET MOPS

MIROFIBER MOPS & FRAMES
MF24D “MICROFIBER DRY FLAT MOP 5” X 24”
Ultra fine denier microfiber provides exceptional dust and dirt re-
moval from all cleaning surfaces. Trapezoid shape allows for effective 
cleaning of corners and edges. Densely constructed for longer lasting 
wear. High-quality microfiber blend withstands hundreds of launder-
ings.
Sewn-in loop for hanging up to dry.

MF24W MICROFIBER WET FLAT 5” X 24”
Heavy-duty thick denier microfiber ensures outstanding results for all 
wet cleaning applications. Excellent product for laying floor finish.
Trapezoid shape easily gets into corners and edges. 
Densely constructed  high-quality microfiber blend withstands hun-
dreds of launderings.
Sewn-in loop for hanging up to dry.

MF24F MICROFIBER FRINGE FLAT MOP
Ultra fine denier microfiber center pad with microfiber looped-ends 
makes this the best product for dist and dirt removal. Larger surface 
area allows for faster more effective cleaning.
High-quality microfiber blend withstands hundreds of launderings for 
a long lasting mop.
Sewn-in loop for hanging up to dry.

MF1800/MF2400 MICROFIBER FLAT FRAMES
Brushed aluminum frames are strong, lightweight and corrosion 
resistant. Industrial strength Velcro® strips provide superior holding 
strength and easy removal of the mop for cleaning and laundering 
when finished. Twist lock 360º swivel handle for maximum versatility.

MF2700 TELESCOPING ALUMINUM HANDLE

Brushed aluminum handl is strong, lightweight and corrosion 
resistant. Smoth hand-size grip iscomfortable for use. 
Telescopes from 45” to 72” with a twist lock.  

MICROFIBER
DRY FLAT

MICROFIBER
FLAT FRAME

TELESCOPING
ALUMINUM FRAME

MICROFIBER
WET FLAT

MICROFIBER
FRINGE FLAT

NEW!
CATEGORY
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HANDLES 

PLASTIC FLIPPER-FIBERGLASS HANDLE-YELLOW 60” 12/PK
High impact plastic handle with a quick release.

PLASTIC JAWS STYLE-FIBERGLASS HANDLE-YELLOW-12/PK
High impact plastic handle that clamps wide head bands.

METAL CLAMP-IT FIBERGLASS HANDLE 15 X 60”-12/PK
Quick change metal clamp design for use with wide headband.

HEAVY DUTY METAL QUICK CHANGE 1-1/8” X 60”-12/PK
Quick change design for use with narrow headband.

SCREW-IN TYPE -WOOD HANDLE 60”-12/PK
For use with HammerheadMetal Case mops. (page 12) 

THREADED PLASTIC TIP -FIBERGLASS HANDLE 15/16” X 60”-12/PK

THREADED PLASTIC TIP -WOOD HANDLE 15/16” X 60”-12/PK

THREADED WOOD HANDLE 15/16” X 48”-12/PK

THREADED WOOD HANDLE 15/16” X 60”-12/PK

THREADED WOOD HANDLE 15/16” X 54”-12/PK

TAPERED WOOD HANDLE 1-1/8” X 54”-12/PK 

THREADED METAL TIP -HARDWOOD HANDLE 15/16” X 60”-12/PK

MOP & BROOM HANDLES

FLIPPER

JAWS

CLAMP-IT

       QUICK CHANGE

SCREW-IN

FIBERGLASS
THREADED PLASTIC TIP

WOOD
THREADED PLASTIC TIP

WOOD
THREADED TIP

TAPERED WOOD

WOOD
THREADED METAL TIP



TERMS & CONDITIONS

Our Guarantee:  If you don’t like it, send it back.  Returns made freight prepaid within 30 days of invoice 
date will be fully credited. Call for authorization.

Damaged Goods: If any portion of shipment is damaged or missing upon arrival, take delivery and have 
carrier acknowledge damage or shortages. Make notification on freight receipt.

Price Policy: Orders from authorized accounts will be accepted with the understanding that prices are those in 
effect at that time of shipment. These prices are exclusive of all sales taxes which may be levied by state and local 
government.  Prices are subject to change without notice.

Bids: Contact Customer Service for information on bid requirements. Only stocking distributors will be consid-
ered for special bid request.  Bid numbers must be referenced when placing orders to assure correct pricing and 
specifications. POD required for bill back deduction off invoice.

Terms:  ACS offers net 30 day terms on approved credit applications.  ACS reserves the right to disallow any 
discounts if payment is not received within terms.  ACS accepts credit card payment for those who prefer with a 
pass through of bank service charge.

Freight:  Seller prepays freight on all orders meeting prepaid minimums based on ACS routing. ACS does 
not pay for sorting & segregation, cross dock, detention, inside delivery, residential delivery, lift gate or lumper 
services.

Returns: Prior authorization is required when returning goods. All returns must have an authorization number, 
customer will be subject to 25% restocking fee to cover inspection and repacking. Product over 1 year old will 
not be accepted. Return freight is paid by customer.
 
Drop Shipments: ACS allows you to drop ship directly to your customer as long as order minimums and 
freight requirements are met.

Private Label: Free private labels available on 150 case Scrubble pad orders or 50 case ETC orders or 50 case 
Treleoni orders. Mops private labels require 20 case minimum to have labels applied.

Seller: Is not responsible for typographical errors made in any of its publications or clerical errors made in 
preparation of quotations, sales order acknowledgements or invoices. Any such error is subject to correction.

Order Minimums: $300 and customer pays freight. Prepaid freight minimums as detailed below.
      
ETC – 50 CASE MINIMUM COMBINABLE PAD WITH MOP ORDERS.  

SCRUBBLE - $1750 FOR FLOOR PAD TYPE PRODUCTS ALONE OR WITH DISPOSABLE PRODUCTS 
FROM PAGE 3-6 IN MASTER CATALOG. $2500 WHEN COMBINED WITH PRODUCTS SUCH AS 
BROOMS, BRUSHES, MOPS. 

TRELEONI - 50 CASE FLOOR PAD ORDER.

Combining Brands: is encouraged, however, each brand ordered must meet its respective order minimum 
plus 50 case minimum of other brands.
For small emergency orders please contact Henderson Customer Service 1-800-334-6651
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Call Your Friendly ETC Customer Service
To Place Your Order Today!
1-800-334-6651
Fax 800-382-7237
email: etccustomerservice@acsind.com

ETC Customer Service Office
Suite 945F
West Andrews Ave.
Henderson, NC 27536


